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vo.,al Isclaic.n arnd Social lneravt.on:

A Behavoral anid Phyiklgical Comparison

David Shap ,.m P Herbert L'dermanm

and Itcrii 113 lMorn,,,ngstar

Harvard McL4...a1 School.

The asqessnernt of the e1ffec 't 1.f o,,al !Urrult onr the id.a

kan ",portari issue In tcalpsy1bolog Interest in the problemt has

tbeeni rekindled. by re,exk experi.mental work in soeial iisoation arid

sensory deprtvratior. where atf.emptL have beert made to dt1.nmgu~ah and

evaluate the effects' of the presene and absenve of z&pecific sttmulus

v~artabJ ee on the ind& vditti (Snlonon, Ktibzansky, Lelderian, Mendelson,

Tribull, are! Wexler,,t6). Althou~gh (h.s researCh has deal. pr-..

marily wi'th ph1ysi_!a3. aspe;71s of the eny-xrmmrt, ; t has also called attent. .(n

voc the 'm,r'rAneo of the sowal anvie ir~td tr WVy axdjv~dual, As stated

by Petru.h.1 (.1962, p 233), t tlf Ijtrato ts ar% Lmportant fa'i.A.,r tn

the detern! at0on cf behawrivr, lnuk zf particpai.im in . nteractkcn oir

exc'1usicn from ',ntera.. run may h~i'i a& prwfound efferts as seiswry

deprivaticxi has b -ex. shuwi; ty ha re,

It ~s cur m -On Te praenrt -Itudy tt evaluate -*he effe~'tS of the

presemp; -r abser, ze (.f staLu irA, by ronarir~g the respm$0se cf the

ame ndiv .ia,-is _-r. isolration and _x, ,tera-.tcr~ situations. We usie a

s_'inple 'task in wh~ch 6uw uesa ard falJuze -ar be manipulated anct made

equivalet for Lrh ±Yuetal eursdltwrs Or~ the ass %tJi.cLn that the

order in Whah tho, '.ndfv~dual experlaer-e the taak. that ~twhether,

alhne tir -*r.. a grcip, nL~ght have ax efgrf..,-t on harespcrve,

Lhe order was baLm ,ed, This ass' t~iin derivee i.n par frm the
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work of Sherif (1936) who demonstrated that the influence of the grW

on Individual perception depended on temporal order.

To assess individual response, we use an experimental approach

which has been applied previously in the study of Initiation roles in

group interaction (Leiderman aid Shapiro, in press). This approach makes

it possible to examine responses on a physiological as well as on a

behavloral level. The following hypotheses will be investigated:

1. Behavioral and physiological responses differ as a fautioa of

social condition, isolaton or interaction, and the order in whicih the

individual eerienes these conditions.

2. Initial experience in a group situation leads to greater

individual oonsisteny of behavioral and physiological responses than

initial experience in Isolation.

Method

Ixprlunta Procedure

Tb. experimetal task consisted of a oontrived game which am be

played tq individual or goups (Levin n- Shapit, 1962; Laidmen

and Shapiro, in press). In the game, subjects (So) are asked to oess

the order of colors on a list in the possession of the m; eimter (3).

A gus is made by pressing one of six buttons on a control box in

front of each S. lash button lights one of six bulbs oo i

to the color selected as shown on a panel pieced in the enter of the

table aroad which So sit.

In the Interaction condition, each group of three So me skad to

discuse each decision, come to agreement, and proes the button of the

same color at the sam time for the center Light to V on. In the



isolation eonditin, each S pbyed the game alone and wsa asked to

discuss his reasons out loud before making each guess and pressing the

button to turn the light on.

So were brought into the experimental rom by a tomale technician

who attached Galvanic Skin Potential (OSP) electrodes an the thenar

eminenee of the left palm and on the dorsal surface of the left

foearm, approximately 20 am apart. Eleetrooai electrodes

were attached to the upper arms. So used their right hand to pro

buttons. After an initial 15.uinute rest period, instructions were

read bV the - and each S was given two practice trials. Similar

instructions were used for vduals d np . Instrutions to

g were as follows:

Now we want you to take part in a guessing game. This is hew It

works. In the other room I have a long list of colors written doin, and

you have to uess each color on oW list and tr7 to get as =W right as

possible.

Tour Job Is to talk it over with each other and decide what the

color is each tame. As you do, please discuss how you arrived at you

dmesies , and also name the color you are going to choose for esh pes.

Speak distinctly so that you cm be understood. As sean as all three

of you ages on a color, you stop talking mad turn on the ligt by

pressing the button of the color on the box in front of you. 41 three

buttons have to be dowa for the light to go on. You keep the light an

until you find out whether you guessed right or wung. If you guessed

right, you will hear a sound like this (toe). If you puessed wrong,

you wil hear a sound like this (busser). As soon as you fid out
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how you did, turn off the light. Whether you guessed right or wong,

I*11 go on to the next color on my list and you have to guess that oe.

It may be the same color as the last one, or it may be different.

Let's try one for practice. Suppose you all talked it over and

agreed on red. Try it. (They do. Buzer.) That means your guess was

wrong. (If they do it wrong: You hold it dom until you find out

whether you ueassed right or wrong.) Try red again. (They do. Tone.)

That's right. The colors are red, bro in yellow, green, grey, and blue.

Rb & A mdMA
Sag U . Do ml talk while the light is an. Zn a j m =a

AM Aa MMMA. Any questions?

When you hear a long tone, start guessing imadiately and keep on

guessing. When you hear another long tone, it Is tim to stop. At the

end, please sit quietly, do not talk or move around.

After the 5.mdnute instruction period the E left the room md the

S began to play the game. Reinforcement was given 5 seonds after ash

guss in the forn of a pleasant tone for a correct response and an

unpleasant buzzer for an incorrect one. The Intmm it of the somds

was 72 decibels, each lasting 1.5 seonds.

Physiological responses were recorded contimosy during eah

session on an Offner Type R (tr,.sistorizsed) dyaa~ . DetaUs an

e mrmeatal apparatus, reording ,quipmnt and labr-toy 01 be found

In Liman ad Shapiro (in press); Trsy L( wmuaq md ).piro

(1962); and Leidermn Sherwood, and Kauimiu (in preparation).
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Subjects and Design

The So were 84 vomen, 81 student mnre and three college students,

in the age range 18-.21. So were paid $1.50 per hour.-

Each S was studied in tw conditions, isolation (I) and Interaction

(0) in two experimental sessions (1,2). In I each S played the game,

alone; in the same Ss played the game in groups of three. For 34 Sag

the experimental order was I first and G second (I1,-02); for 30 Sa, the

order of condition was reoese (GlI2). Time bew sessions varied

from one to five days. So were rwandmy assigned to groups and randomly

seated witbin each group.

The se non-oontingent random reinforcement schedulea was used for

the guie in all sessions. The reinforommnt was given as a positive or

negative stimulus after each trial. It was presented at random, that is.,

unrelated to the behavior of the So. The reinforcemnt schedule, was

variedp beginning with an initial low level of success, followed bq

inc qreasUing levels of macoess and a final Period of law weems - The

positive reinfremt ratios used were suecessively 1169 1/3, 2/39 and

116, each In force for 10 mtes, for a total game period of 40 minutes.

Following the game, Ss were required to rest for 15 amutes, -Wakr4 a

total of 75 minutes in the laboratory. There was no tim limit fbr

each guess; individualsa or groups. me free to respond at their -u rate.

Neasiurse were derived on the basis of the Sts, sontimoss beasvioral

mid WIdsologioal. activity daring ach of the. four lO-mimite e3perimental,

kperios m fo the Initial and final rest periods. For statistial- and

correlat n alysis a single nmber rersenting the entire WOunimite

geme period, vas used for each variable.
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Initiations. In I, the behavioral index for each S was the nmber

of Initiations (responses) made by a S per minute ( lImit.). In 0, the

behavioral index was the maber of trials per minute in which each S was

the first of the three to initiate a color guess which was finally

agreed upon 4r the group. The name of the color had to be stated verbally

for a color nomination to be called an Initiation. Niuber of intiations

per minute per group was used as an index of total group response. Both

correct and incorrect initiations were included in the counts of behavioral

acts.

It was assumed that the initiation of acts of the individual in

isolation and the Initiation of decisions in groups rpresents a

behavioral dimension oon to both situatinms.

The mean square sccessive differene of the response data was used

as a measure of the variability of behavior (d2 rnit.). This stat:stic

was computed by averagbg the squared deviation between number of

responses for each successive nute. The statistio takes into account

the s*fts in rate of initiations that may ocour over time. The same

statistic, d, was also used in the analysis of physiological variability

(Leiderman and Shapiro, 1962; voan Neumann, Kent, Bellinson, ad Hart, 1941).

GOlvand Skin Potential (OSP). OSP was recorded as a basal level

continuousy throughout each eVertmtal session for each S. It Is

the diff-rnc in DC potential between an active a an Inactive m weat

area of the skin - OSP is a chlnergically mediated qyaateti respmns

assumed to reflect level of activation. For purpose of quatitative

salis, the continuous basal levels of OSP were sampled at sucessive
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1-minute intervals giving 20 observations for the initial rest and

instruction period, 10 observations for each of the four experimental

periods or 40 for the entire game period, and 15 observations for the

final rest period. 2 This one-a-ainute sampling rate detects changes in

basal level occurring more slowy than once a minute. It Ignores Changes

in specific and non-specific galvanic skin responses (OSR) which

usually have a time duration of 10-20 seconds. Two statistis were

used in the analysis of differences in basal levels of GSPs (a) The

mean (X GSP) or central tendency of the basal level was computed by

taking the arithmetic average of the sampled values. (b) The mean

square successive difference (d GSP) describes the variability of the

basal level and was computed by averaging the squared deviation between

each successive 1-minute value (Leiderman and Shapiro, 1962).

Heart Rate (HR)o HR was recorded continuously throughout each

session. Unlike OSP, HR is under both eholinergic prasyathetic and

adrenergic sympathetic control and therefore reflect the state of

autonomic balance of the cardiovascular system. H1R is used in this

study as a physiological index of the effect of moderate strws an the

individual,. It was measured by counting the maber of beats per

12-second block at each minute observation point. 3 The values for each

12-second period vere then expressed in terms of beats per mnute.

Two statistics were used: (a) The mean (I HR) describes the average

heart rate for an set of sampled observations. (b) The mean square

successive difference (d2HR) describes the variability of the changin

heart rate computed in the same way as d26SP.
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Results

Interest in the guessing game rmained relatively high for So

during the two experimental sessions. So appeared to accept the game at

face valu* and in no case did they say, either during or after the

sesson-s that the onnection between guessing and success or failure was

arbitrary. Three approaches to the gone were generally observed:

(a) trying to find a logical pattern in the sequenee of correct and

inorrect color gesses, (b) using a non-logical or intuitive Olt

in guessing, awe (a) associating objects in the roam or elsewhere as a

way of choosing colors. The logical apprach occurred lss freqUestlY

than the other two. ene of the approaches appeared related to the

behavioral and lqsiological measures.

'The results for each of the six meamures are preented separste1y

in graphic form. Numerical values repesenting the entire setal

per (40 minutes) are given in Table I for each measure. Crelat:Mo

between Il and 02., 01 and 129 for each measur are shom In Table, 2.

nitiations

Hean Titiation C! Wt.). In Figure 1 the means of 7 it.* are

show, for individuals alone and for 3-Pes grop taken as units.

Highest respone rates tended to occur muer 2/3 -e e followed

by a fafl-off in the subsequent /6 perod. Chages were s ufict

ony in 11 where 35 of % se ros f the 1/3 Peri to the 2/3 period

(2 ts. p .o5),,ad 34 of the 54 fel off in thebflodsZ 1/6

period (2 ties, p < .05).

Order did not have a aifieant effect on Initiation rate. Of

the 84 Ss in the entire sample, only two made feWr InitIatione dWing
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Table 1

erm Values of Bdaicral md sotogima Kamou

During Ezperluntal Period

Order T'A 2  Order 1-T-2
(Na54) (N 30)

coni 

Co ti 1 0
Meame

7Init. 3.62 2.70 3.52 2.37

d2 Uit. 1.69 1.23 1.86 1.00

7 asP 19.9 21.6 15.8 22.8

d2 aSP 9.2 8.7 7.4. 10.8

85.? 83.2 80.5

d2 Hit 3a&.5 i4.5 37.0 4.0.0
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Table 2

Conisten of IjdividU1 Diffaer Aaon

Isolation and Interaction Comitions

Measure

Order N Uit. d2 lnt. Yop O2 OP 7 HR d 2 H

.'02 54 .04 -. 0. .24 .65* .5 .22

G. - 12 30 .54* -.10 .50* .5 * 69 .28

* p < .01
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N SYWBL ORIE CoODTION

~ &- -A 1 INDIVIDUAL
- 2 =BUP

1 GROUP
30 0-0 2 INDVIDUAL

0 20 30 40' 50 60 75

2.5-

3.5 I I

RMT 116 1/3 2/3 116 R

-uHM
Fig. 1. Hme of! 4nitiations.
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the entire gome period when alone than the did whe in interaction

with others. Individuals in isolation were also more productive of

initiations as compared with the total responses of tin'se persons in

groups.-

As to the o nistenq of response fo So between so"ial conditionas

the rank-orde oorrelatio for initations was .04 (0a) for 11.2 ad

.54 (p < .0l) for 1 2 . Sswe' orconsistmnt tive to ons

mother in initiation rate if thq interacted with others first nd

than performed al the vice versa.

NM Squae Suocessive Differanc Initiation d2 Init.). he data

for d2 Ihit. are shown in Figure 2. Values of d2 nit,. showed no

significat changes in relation to task reinfbrcemit ratio bat tended

to be hige under 2/3 reinfommnt as saupard with 1/39 in All

instances. For the entire game pariod, d Tait. was ,ig- in 11

ooaared to 02 in 34of 3 s (I tiet p -C.10) ad I 2 warsd to

O In 26 out of 30So (p < ol).

So relativ, to one another were not oonsistent in variability of

Initiations for either order. Ps obtain were -. 0 for Il-02 and

-. 10 for 01-42, neither st. %hUU the resmut obtained for

mit., omiten of response varlality is not affected b ta1oral

order of the group or Individual experience.

Gavanic Skin Potential (OW)

MemOW (T oS). ThedataonIO Wanohom in lIgu, 3. Basal

levels of OS tended to be lower during both rest periods as ooepared
ith the gm period. uring the ge, oSP levels did not varp ainifi.-

canty. M1ore , differences in 7 OP as a fauotion of task reinftoe..

ent ratio were not as great as differees as a fwotian of social
condition or order.
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N SYMOL ORDER CONDITION

54 -- 1 INDIVIDUAL
... 2 GROUP

30 1 GROUP
- -2 INDIVIDUAL

MNU TES
0 20 30 40 .0 60 7531

2 .- -- 4

d2 Iniiaton

reponaes/min

REST 1/6 1/3 2/3 1/6 REST

REWIORCMNWT SCHULE

Fig. 2. Means of d2 initiations.
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N SYDOL ORDER CONDITION

542 GROUP

1M GROUP2 INDIVIDUAL

m

25 02 0 4 o 9

20

) 15-

10

5 I_ _ ..._ I I I , 1. ..

R.T 116 1/3 2/3 1/6 RT

Fle. 3. Memo, of Xgalvanic ski pot~nuSa (0?).
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Analysis of variano6 of X GSP based on the entire 40-.inute gaie

indicated 7 GSP was sig ificmtly higher in 0 as ompared to I
(condition effect). 4 The analysis also showed interaction of condition

and order to be signiiant resulting from higher levels of rswponse

to a first ezperience as well as to the presence of others.

As to the consistency of Ss across conditions, the results approxi-

mated those found for initiations. The correlation between 3 n d 02

was .24 (p .10) and .50 (p < .01) between O1 and . S were relatively

consistent in 7 OSP when the group situation occurred first bat not when

it occurred seend. This finding cannot be accounted fbr bh the oorrela.-

tione between number of initiations and GSP whieh were al] approzi-

mately sero.

M Square Sucoeseive Difference OSP (d2 OSP). Figure 4 ftm,,

that d2 OSP was higher in 0 as compared to I during the Initial rest

perid and also daring the final ret period. Daring the gfme diffm

did not follow a clear pattern.

As to the consistency of Ss relative to one mother across oanditions,

the rank-ordercoarelation were .65 (p < .01) fr I-02 a .54 (p < .0)

for 01- 2 i -'t4i relatively hi&h consisto for QSP var,,biliy In

So regadlem of exAqer l ordr.

Heart Rate (HR)

Mean HP (I H). Figure 5 sows the mean values of I HR. Thefour

curve are parallel for the most part and tend to fall off Ond OWgs

during the game. Values for I1 were consistently higher than those for

2 and values for 1 were aoi.tently higher than 12 lodioitUg that Mt

tends to decrease over tine, both within each session and from esAn

to session.
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N SYMBOL 0RDU CONDITIN

4--.& 1 INIVIDUAL
- --- o 2 oROUP

1 GOUP
______ 2 XWDV33DUAL

NINUZEV
0 20 30 4~0 50 60 75

30'

d2 20dOSP .

10 .

16 1/3 2/3 1/6 F=

Fig. 4. Naes of 2 galv-i skin potential (3).
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N SIDMOL ORDER COIDITIOK

1 INDIVIDUAL
2 GROUP

30 _---_ 2 INDIVIJAL

020 30 L0 50 60100 ' ,

90 " - .. ..

beats/mm '-

80"

RT16 1/3 2/3 116

Fig. 5. Kes of I..tm te.
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Maaygsi of vaAnce of f UR data based an the matin 9ga9 PeW

did not yield a sipifloat v=ra effiet d. to social condition.

Trends in the data are beat strated q comparing the - of

8..7 beats per minute .br iividal alone in I. with the mm of

80.5 beats jan minute fb" n -dual In gmqp In o,. The mm

heart rate (83.8) for 1,and 12 ocmbined vas In fact only ul6IIY

hh than the mean (82.2) for 0, sad 02 citne, Rofew. h

intereetm betw con Iton ai d ~ vas ifiemat.

As to osistenq, heart rate lea ws hMgem oorrel.t ame s

condition (rho a .69. p 4C .01 in 02-1; 'to a .57, p C .01. 'a Yo.)

Plean Square Swoeeive Diffrence Ml (dII) In Flpe 6 AM

mean vaba.. vary Irregularly for' the at part. Under 1/3 and 2/3 rein-.

Incemto d 2HR tended to be Mihe fba' Iupdias In groop as emqard

idth Indfviduls In isolation. As to the effoe of task reinte"Nmat,

heart rate varlabilty tended to deaas. In the 2/3 perled ad them

Incrase In the subsequent low reibraint perio (116), but the

trends are not am.fiomt. Srmer, the overall ooparism of I 0

for the w period did not sbow sd At ASr on .

Ag to Individual tomhst4v, the rak-4rw eomr ation bemes -i

mad 02 us .22, a0 .2 betiv 01 ,,d 1,t2 A bw sid" m t. Neat

rate varlablU1 ts b ar measured for a 40.lmmdite ti pa'Id donv at

have the swm earnmIst4n araetewis#Ati fmdfoir OP varalt (IGSP

as reported abmq.

It us r p=Voe In this stul to deterlne the eftests of rstUs

social onditioss an an In Ividulos perfbumose a, aeleted 11cq al

phu. Ts irk stmed in part rm orlr etwdIe n sMo



I SimDD CW ONDT!0

1 UDXIAL
______ 2 CMUP

0.1 ORM 4
2 3=1 I 33L

0.20 30 40 50 60 7

60

d2Naft Rat.

30

20
RT 1V6 1/3 2/3 1/16

Rcfalm -CM

Fi.6. N ia of bot tots.
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deprivation and isolation uhere odifoation in performane and pqo..

logical ftnotion were usually attributed to the restriction of pbreloal

atAma1lio In order to assess soe effects of social stAimul on the

individual, our stratea was to emploVy an .e m t situation in

uicdh the siwecal, ad social et~l wo ld be relatively standardisede

and yet varying sufficlentl y to prevent monty and boredom. The coan-

trlved "guessing gin" was admantly suited for ths purpose and easi

adaptable for a sinle indvidual or a multi-person interaction.

Although the particular behavioral ai ftuiological measures soloed

herein were not directly related to the variables reported in the

earlier isolation stwutes, it was felt that th esta blisWt br

objectve measures of the effects of the social condtions on individnal

performee might help bring into perspective the relationship tween

p-sial and social stmalm conditions.

The major findings isIioate that social conditions affect the mean

basal galvanic skin potential and the nmber and the var abailty of

behavioral acts made by an iAlvidual. For the individual, mean OSP

Ise r and behavioral rate aid variability are lower unAr conditions

of interatin as empared with isolation.

While the number of respones de b indw dals alone wisi higbe

than the total of the three Inftviduals in the grop, the diftners,

NW be &moted for bw the cmlaxity of decision aidn In an Intr.

action situation. Other studies midi have dealt ith WIi aspiets

of perfbrmnee alone or in grups have come up vith eqivooal results

(KeUlq mud Thibut, 1954). %WabW4 the ai ty betwen thee

staus should be smined further.



The interpretation of the wsi.olosoial findings in not altogether

atmple. The galvanic akin meamure has bas conceived as an nde of

the Level of a*tivation following the evidence of Aday (1957),

SoLosbwg (19%), and KL (1959).5 This conception diLffes from

sowe earlier notion of the skin moaure as ndex of emotion or

axtet. To what extent the change in Level of activation depmds

simply on the greater oomplatity of the l~toal mvirommt in a group

and not an the fact that the stiwm3 a"'s also sool -remain to be

stadied. Aimowt of speech may possibly be related to OP level though

control studies in uhi.h subjects rected nwaben do not indicate that

speaking leads to differences in OSP baal level. Fi-thoz's, data

baed an the rest periods in which subjects m silent suggest that the

presenc of ather ldvyiduals a haft a decided effort In Itself.

lean level of heart rate did not vary simgificutly in the tw
social ouaditione, but the interaction beten social condition and I
order was statistioally siuifitt While heart rate was higher for

Individuals in isolation as oorqxaed to Indi1duals In prmpe,9 when, both

were first, it was also hgher for the fist epe ine, Wheth r

or infv&uhal.

The findings of !iMdler, 1 n -er, Kremn, and Sholitan (1961) ane

pertinent here. They distinguish, physiological rmasre of activation

suh as galvani, skin response frim measures of aitinalitty such as

heart rate. Applying this distinction to our fbinins wuld suggest

that the hi levels of heart rate obtained in the isolatimn mituation

in an initial eperimee ray Indicate a rester emotional 1eepume to

being alon in a novl situation. We Mitt bqpothesimp ON GO
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that the thr -nteing c haraoter of isolation may be especially true for

wnm in our vulture W3men are perhaps more socially oriented and

therefore moo comfortable in group situations as compared to men.

While the gr up situation appears to yield seomewhat lower heart rate

levels than rhe individual situation, OSP basal level Is higher In

groups as oopared to ndiAviduals in isolation. This flndin suVort.

the ontetim that the two autmutno measures (GSP and 11R) ae

differentially responsive to social conditios.

The owlu.Ldw that social condition affects OSP and behavior Is

further oomrborated tkW re higher consistency for two of the measures

((SP level arA, nurber of initiations) -4m the initial ezerieno. is a

socialone ut i contra ted to the lower oonitmteoq uhen the Initial

expewienoe U, xate of Isolation. Although the two aname yield mparable

trmxd, the torrelation betvem than for both the group and aloes situ.

tion is low" Pggestne Uhat both eauuw may be related to mom had

order pmese, s uch as epetan or set.

Mean Hft rt rate was highly consistent for subject under the

&J'ferent co&~itiones, regardless of order. This o-eyain also tre

for CISP variabcUlty, mplicA that thae measure reflect am relatively

stable charsetwistics of' the individual, not as readily modifiable tW

so ial influvwew as mean GSP and titiatons. These two pkuolod-eal

tiea stes provide the opportmity to difforentiate subJeot frzm sito-

tiona variabLes, and may thus establia a busi for studi s on IndiviUal

differe es iki teupermte..

Related t these relatively stable pblysiologieal charasteristie is

the work of SLIverman, Coaei, S*mavoema wd Oreenberg (l196). TWW
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reported differences in levels of arousal, as measured. the number of

non-specific GS&s and basal skin resistnce, between "body-oriented"

and "field-oriented" subject8g under a condition of sensory deprivation

s -Iget ,gthat level of arousal may be characteristic of intviduals.

As far as level of activation in our study is ocnemed, w measured

bF basal level OSP9 the data indicate that these levels shift whmn the

social conditions hft. While our work certainly does not minimise

Individual differences in level of activation, the finding of

conmistency when the group situation is first, and not when the ndividual

situation is first, demnstrates that individual differenes may depend

an the social conditions. Whether this consstenc would hold up under

other more severe Wadl cond tions or under different social conditions

mst await fute worko

As to heart ratx and behvioral varablty, neitlw shwed mmy

consiste for sbjects bewe socia enditi os Both heart rate and

behvioral responses are discrete measures *dich wer analysed bW

ontlng or estimating responses per minute fbr each minute Intuu'al.

Variablity us stmied tW using the mean square sccessive difene

for the one-minU ratee. This prooedm did not yield clear-cut

results and perhaps uplies that different implin rates or other

te bmiques of handling such continmoudy l-hming discrte data my be

required.

The variability statistics were used in this study with the epes-

ttion that they mild provide another behavioral md physiolaoical

dimension ic dvid peformne could be asessed. Th@y prov

useful to the extnt that they provided a measure dffermt from the

basal level measa as Me been fbund !y others (Laoe and Leon, 19581
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Spesman, Osborn, and Lamzaus 1961). The in retatecn of variability

measur is difficult and for the =mmt vo believe that the findAp

In this study warrant their furher stu .

As we have shown, the order of the experience, individual and gomp,

has different Iplications for the relationships observed. With respeac

to overt behavior, an initial group eXpeimnoe appom to set the

individual's behavior when he is alone; hile an initial experience in

isolatio, doing the m task, does not determine or predict how an

individual viII behave in a subsequent group situation. This suggests

that an initial group experience provides a workable frame of reference

for the individual, not mny for his percptions or Judgments as

Shrif (1936) has shom, but also for his level of activitg In a sIiple

task.

Similarly , we have shom that an individual'e ptsilogical response

to a defined task may be more coistent and more stable mhile working

closely with others. The group situation appears to yield Mow

levels of physiologic4l activation or arousal, as we may think of besal

galvanic skin potential, than the Individual mituaton. This level of

activation beeome characteristic for an indvdal compared to others

in the same setting oay if he ha had the initial experience of imrkng

with two others before working in isolation, and not vice vera. Thus,

it ma be concluded that p iologcal response meamu have an

important Place in social pq DhOLe al research where an Iependt

non-behavioral appraisal of the social conditions miaht be required. The

rsults suggest that thse measuree are of value in separating out the

dierng repoem of indviual to chang so'al as Wen as phsimeal
conditios.



Eity-four wmen performed a sinp].e task under onditions of

sodal isolatim and social interaction in a 3-person group. ftooess

and failure in the task were made equivalent in both mditi ons, and

the order of the experience was balanced. Mean level and variabi1itr of

behavioral Initiation, galvanic skin potntialt, and heart rate were cowpared.

The results are:

1. Both level and variability of initiation wre greater for

individas working alne than In grwpw.

2. Basal level of galvai skin potential we hie and hurt rate

tended to be lower under conditions of grop nteractit. The variability

of these masurs, as reaered ty the mean square scessive differfse,

did not differ between the conditions.

3- Levels of initiation and galvmic skin potenital are msistent

for i vials relative to one aother whe the grop situation preced

the alone situation.

4i. Individua differences in heart rate level ad galvain skin

potential variabilitr were consistent regardless of twmporal order of

the isolation and interaction experience.

We have eI etan de- ted that the soal setting am

mxdif~r pb~sologiosl, response ad Iperfbr1aanoe Of idmials a

measures are sensitive to the social conditions md the oder In tcl

they oocur, while others appear to rafleoat relatively stable mr eristis

of the Individual. The findings in this stm hav Implisatian for

future research an the socialiation of behaioral and physiblogis]

processes.
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Footnotes

1 The research was supported bF Career InvestlgatorhIdp Awad IL22?6
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Uited Statee Pubi Health Seryicel also b~r Office of Naval Resemidi

Contacat Nanrl866l3)V Group P"0110loU *rmih.

We wish to tbm*k Mr. Bernard Twr~ft for --- t'otu and mintaInIng

afIqPemy tanl apparatus and Physiological recordig equismt, Mrs 08098 SimiU

for helping to cndt the3;- eIrimeta ad aa2e the result., ad

Mrs. Catherin NMlq for af-aro scrtaia help-

2 Suplift the OSN basal level once evasy tim sacman (Loe*, 15 See&4

per minte), and cogyaring to the samling rate of ocem per 9mUe

revs"le an average diffeenc In the value fW each minMU Of -C 1.0 my.

TIs difference is less tOm the 0W'u of + 1.0 my e6ieote usig OW

recording tedmique.

3 In oampering this smling method idAth a method Of esMitia all

the beats, the avemg algebraic differme over the eq.rm tl

-~ mu lees then .63 beats per inte, apr1%t3~L ir

4 This ana2lysis, based on the mode descrbed In Mhmrd (190 P. ")

was applid to I MS and I Mt ofly. -Nan=parumsri teVqus e used

In ana2ran the behaioral and theyb pI4siodgtc vwibAIt NOMee

becaus it could not be summed, that these statistics aft Mce'Mml

isrbated

3 Ca m e measures hav been gaewal2w emplred. In thee stvfts.

ihpbt04dwd datia ft= our 1aborstMr indicate that the potnal =*ad

of measring skin response Is c~rbeto the resistmne metbod.

6 %hes intereltamiSW widl be dismssd in peate detail An a

forthoa IgPper


